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Abstract

As XML becomes a standard for data represen-
tation on the internet, there is a growing interest
in storing XML using relational database technol-
ogy. To date, none of these techniques have con-
sidered the semantics of XML as expressed by
keys and foreign keys. In this paper, we present
a storage mapping which preserves not only the
content and structure of XML data, but also its
semantics.

1 Introduction
Over the past several years, there has been a tremen-
dous interest in using relational databases to store XML
documents[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], thus leveraging a well-developed
technology for data management and query processing.
There have also recently been several proposals for cap-
turing constraints beyond DTDs, in particular keys [6] and
foreign keys. Aspects of these proposals are finding their
way into XMLSchema [7] where, following the older no-
tions of ID and IDREF, foreign keys are termed “keyrefs”.
The question naturally arises as to how to capture XML
key and keyref constraints in the relational mapping.

For example, consider a community of biomedial re-
searchers who are performing gene expression experi-
ments and exchange data using the XML standard MAGE-
ML [8]. This standard includes a specification of keys and
keyrefs, and each group is expected to produce data that is
correct with respect to these keys. Upon the recommen-
dation of their bioinformatic experts, they use relational
database technology to store their experimental data (e.g.
the Stanford Microarray Database [9], which uses Oracle).
Since the data is already stored in a relational database,
they wish to ensure that the data in relational form is cor-
rect with respect to the XML keys using relational technol-
ogy.

Key and foreign key constraints can always be ex-
pressed as queries which produce an empty result when
evaluated against a correct instance and a non-empty result
otherwise. Thus XML constraints can always be checked

using triggered procedures in a relational database. How-
ever, triggers are very inefficient compared to key and for-
eign key constraints in relational databases [10]. To fully
leverage database technology for constraint checking, we
therefore wish to map XML key and keyref constraints to
relational key and foreign key constraints.

In this paper, we address the problem of mapping an
XML document together with its constraints into a rela-
tional schema so as to check XML key and keyref con-
straints using key and foreign key constraints. The map-
ping should preserve three kind of information: 1) the
contentof the document, i.e. each node of the document
should appear in the target database; 2) thestructureof the
document, i.e. the parent-child relationship of the nodes;1

and 3) thesemanticsof the document as captured by XML
key and keyref constraints. We will call such a mapping an
information preserving mapping, and focus on mappings
in which the schema is available.

This work makes the following contributions:

1. We distinguish three categories of information which
need to be preserved in an information lossless map-
ping.

2. We propose a notion ofconstraint relationswhich ex-
plicitly capture XML key and keyref constraints.

3. We present a mapping from an XML document to a
relational instance which extends constraint relations
to capture the complete content and structure of the
document.

4. XML key/keyref constraints can be checked using key
and foreign key constraints in the constraint relations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A defini-
tion of XML keys and keyrefs is given in Section 2. After
introducing constraint relations in Section 3, we give an
information preserving storage mapping algorithm called
X2R. We close by reviewing related work and discussing
future directions.

1Note that we are not considering other structure information such as
cardinality constraints.



<root>
<city>
<name> Philadelphia </name>
<state> PA </state>

<restaurants>
<cuisine type=‘‘French’’>

<restaurant>
<name> Le Soir </name>
<entree>

<name>
Braised Cod Loin and Squid
</name>
<price>$24</price>

</entree>
<dessert>

<name>
Apple French Toast
</name>
<price>$10</price>

</dessert> ...
</restaurant> ...

</cuisine> ...
</restaurants>
<reviews>

<review restaurant="Le Soir">
Excellent

<review> ...
</reviews>

</city> ...
</root>

Figure 1: Sample XML document

2 Constraints: Keys and keyrefs

Before giving a formal definition of keys for XML, con-
sider the sample document “restaurants.xml” shown in
Figure 1. The document contains information about restau-
rants and reviews of restaurants by cities. Within a city,
the restaurants are grouped by their cuisine. As for the
semantics of the document, one might wish to assert that
a city is identified by its name and state, and that within
the context of a city a restaurant is uniquely identified by
its name. For example, since there is already a restaurant
namedLe Soir in Philadelphia PA, we could not add an-
other with the same name in Philadelphia PA; however,
we could add another restaurant namedLe Soir in Seattle
WA. We might also wish to assert that each menu item in a
restaurant (which can be either an appetizer, entree, salad
or dessert) is uniquely identified by its name. For example,
since there is an dessert namedApple French Toastat the
restaurantLe Soir, there can not also be an entree with that
name. Finally, we might wish to assert that each review
refers to a restaurant by name, i.e. the value of the restau-
rant attribute of a review is the name of some restaurant.

To define a key for XML we specify three things: 1) the
context in which the key must hold; 2) a set on which we
are defining a key; and 3) the values which distinguish each
element of the set. Since we are working with hierarchical
data, specifying the context, set and values involve path

expressions. In what follows, we adopt the syntax of [6]
for keys2 and use the following notation:n[[P ]] denotes
the set of node identifiers in the XML tree representation
of the document that can be reached by following the path
expressionP from the node with identifiern. We also use
[[P ]] as an abbreviation forr[[P ]], wherer is the root node.

An XML keycan be written as

K : (CK ; (TK ; fPK
1
; : : : ; PK

p g))

whereK is the name of the key, path expressionsCK

is called the context path, TK the target path, and
PK
1
; :::; PK

p thekey pathsfor the key. For acontext node
c 2 [[CK ]], relative to atarget nodet 2 c[[TK ]], key path
PK
i (i = 1; :::; p) must identify a singlekey node(either

an element or attribute) whose value must be of a simple
type. That is, following XMLSchema we require that each
PK
i exist and be unique (strong keys, [6]); furthermore,

the value at the end of a key path must be of a simple type
(rather than an XML tree value as in [6]). The idea is that
within the scope of a context node, the key constraint must
hold on the set of target nodes.

Definition 2.1: An XML treeT is said tosatisfya keyK :
(CK ; (TK ; fPK

1
; : : : ; PK

p g)) if and only if 8c 2 [[CK ]],
8t1; t2 2 c[[TK ]], t1[[PK

i ]] = t2[[P
K
i ]](i = 1; : : : ; p) !

t1 = t2.

In relational databases, aforeign keyallows a list of at-
tributes in one table to reference a list of attributes in an-
other table (which must form the key for the referred table).
Since XML is hierarchical, we must additionally specify
the context in which the references are made. Our notation
for a keyref is therefore similar to that of a key:

R : (CR; (TR; fPR
1
; : : : ; PR

p g)) KEYREFK

whereK is the name of the key being referenced,R is
the name of the keyref,CR is the context path,TR is
the target path, andPR

1
; :::; PR

p are thekey pathsfor the
keyref. The concatenation of the context and target paths
locates the referencing node. As in the relational case,
each key pathPR

j must match the key pathPK
j of keyK,

j = 1; :::; p, i.e., although the key path expressions may
be different they must have compatible data types. Fol-
lowing XMLSchema, the referencing node and referenced
node must be within the same context node, thus the path
expressionCR must be the same asCK .3

Definition 2.2: An XML tree T is said tosatisfya keyref
R : (C; (TR; fPR

1
; : : : ; PR

p g)) KEYREFK,if and only if
8c 2 [[C]], for 8tR 2 c[[TR]], 9tK 2 c[[TK ]], tR[[PR

i ]] =
tK [[PK

i ]](i = 1; : : : ; p).

Adopting XPath notation for paths, let “/” denote the
root or be used to concatenate two path expressions, “.”

2We adopt this because its syntax is more concise than that of
XMLSchema.

3To be precise,CR should be equivalent toCK when this can be
efficiently decided.



denote the current context, “//” match a sequence of labels,
and@ be an attribute name. All paths must end in either a
single label or a disjunction of labels. The keys and keyrefs
for our sample XML document can be written as:

K0 : (=; (:==city; f:=name; :=stateg))
A city is identified by its name and state.

K1 : (==city; (:==restaurant; f:=nameg))
Within the context of a city, each restaurant is
uniquely identified by its name.

K2 : (==restaurant;
(:=appetizerjentreejsaladjdessert; f:=nameg))
Within a restaurant, an appetizer, entree, salad or
dessert is identified by its name.

R0 : ((==city; (:=reviews=review;
f:=@restaurantg)) KEYREFK1

Within a city, each review refers to a restaurant in that
city by its name.

Before moving on to storage mapping, we comment on
the restriction that the context node of the node being ref-
erenced must be the same node as the context node of the
referencing node. Although this is done in XMLSchema
to simplify the referencing scheme, it is not necessary. In
[6], the authors defined a notion of “transitive keys”, which
guarantees that the context node of any key can itself be
identified by some key value. In this case, the target node
of any key can be identified by some path of key values
from the root. Using this, the notion of foreign key can be
generalized so that the context nodes may differ.

3 An Information Preserving Mapping
We now present an algorithm which, given the schema of
an XML document, generates an information preserving
relational schema. The XML schema consists of informa-
tion about the structure of the document (i.e. the DTD) and
XML key and keyref information as described in the pre-
vious section. The relational schema generated consists of
a collection of relations together with their key and foreign
key constraints.

3.1 Constraint preservation via constraint relations

At the heart of the schema-generation technique is a set of
relations corresponding to the given XML key and keyref
constraints. To capture the internal identifier for a noden
in the document, we use the notationnodeid(n). We use
text() to grab the value of an attribute or simple element
(text) node.

For each XML keyK : (CK ; (TK ; fPK
1 ; : : : ; PK

p g)),
we create akey relationKR(tid; cid; P1; : : : ; Pp), where
for everyc 2 [[CK ]] and t 2 c[[TK ]], a tuple (nodeid(t),
nodeid(c), t=PK

1 :text(); :::; t=PK
p :text()) is inserted into

KR. We also assert the following functional dependency
(key) inKR: cid; P1; : : : ; Pp ! tid. Each target node is
in a single context and hence occurs exactly once inKR.

There are therefore two keys forKR, (cid; P1; : : : ; Pp)
and (tid).

Similarly, for each XML
keyrefR : (CR; (TR; fPR

1
; : : : ; PR

p g)) KEYREF K we
create akeyref relationRR : (tid; cid; P1; : : : ; Pp), where
for everyc 2 [[CR]] and t 2 c[[TR]], a tuple (nodeid(t),
nodeid(c), t=PK

1
:text(); :::; t=PK

p :text()) is inserted into
RR. We also assert the foreign key(cid; P1; : : : ; Pp) REF-
ERENCESKR(cid; P1; : : : ; Pp). As with the key rela-
tion, (tid) is a key forRR. Both the key and key reference
mappings rely crucially on the fact that each key path ter-
minates in an attribute or simple element (text). We will
refer to these key and keyref relations asconstraint rela-
tions.

Note that since we insert a tuple inKR (RR) for every
target node of every context node, the mapping from the
XML document to these constraint relations is complete.

Proposition 3.1: An XML document satisfies the XML
key K : (CK ; (TK ; fPK

1
; : : : ; PK

p g)) if and only if the
corresponding key relationKR(tid; cid; P1; : : : ; Pp) sat-
isfies its key(cid; P1; : : : ; Pp).
Sketch of proof: By construction, there is a one to one
correspondence between tuples inKR and matches for the
context node, target node, and key path values ofK in the
XML document. Since the functional dependency (key) in
KR is equivalent to the following assertion:
8t1; t2 2 KR;
t1:cid = t2:cid ^ t1:P1 = t2:P1 ^ : : : ^ t1:Pp = t2:Pp
a violation of the relational key implies a violation of the
XML key and vice versa.

Proposition 3.2: An XML document satisfies the XML
keyref
R : (CR; (TR; fPR

1
; : : : ; PR

p g)) KEYREFK
if and only if the corresponding foreign key rela-
tion RR(tid; cid; P1; : : : ; Pp) satisfies its foreign key
(cid; P1; : : : ; Pp) REFERENCESKR(cid; P1; : : : ; Pp).
Sketch of proof: By construction, there is a one to one
correspondence between tuples inRR and matches for the
context node, target node, and key path values ofR in
the XML document. The foreign key constraint inRR is
equivalent to the following assertion:
8t1 2 RR; 9t2 2 KR: t1:cid = t2:cid ^ t1:P1 =
t2:P1 ^ : : : ^ t1:Pp = t2:Pp
whereKR is the key relation formed from the XML key
K. Since the referring and referred nodes are by definition
within the same context,t1:cid = t2:cid is always true,
and a violation of the relational foreign key constraint im-
plies a violation of the XML key reference constraint and
vice versa.

It is therefore enough to check key and foreign key con-
straints in the relational instance to guarantee that the key
and keyref constraints are satisfied in the source XML.

Returning to our example of the previous section, the
constraint relations to be created are:

1. city(cid, name, state)for K0, with (name,state) and
(cid) as keys.



The attributecid stores the identifier of a node tagged
with city, and attributesnameandstatestore the value
of its nameand statechild elements, respectively.
Since the context node of the key is the root of the
document it is omitted in the relation.

2. restaurant(rid,cid,name)is created forK1, with (cid,
name) and (rid) as keys.

3. menuitem(iid,rid, ajejsjd.name, type)is created for
K2, with keys (rid, ajejsjd.name) and (iid). Attribute
typecan have value “appetizer”, “entree”, “salad” or
“dessert”.

4. review(rvid, cid, @restaurant)is created forR1, with
key (rvid) and foreign key (cid, @restaurant) REFER-
ENCESrestaurant(cid,name).

Before we leave the issue of constraint preservation, it
is important to consider the effect of updates to the source
XML document. Following [12, 10], we assume two forms
of updates,insert(content)anddelete(child).4 We also as-
sume that the path from the root to the update point is either
specified or recoverable (e.g., using a parent relation).

Thus an insertion can be considered as an XML docu-
ment with the same root as the original document in which
the content to be inserted is marked as “new” and the ex-
isting content (i.e. the path from the root to the update
point) is marked “old”. Using the mapping to constraint
relations described earlier, a tuple produced from a node
marked “new” causes an insertion. Tuples produced from
nodes marked “old” are ignored.

Assuming that the content of the subtree rooted atchild
is either specified or recoverable (for example, through
a content and structure preserving mapping of the docu-
ment), an analogous technique can be used for deletion: a
tuple produced from a node marked “new” causes a dele-
tion, and tuples produced from nodes marked “old” are ig-
nored.

In this way, every insertion (deletion) can be mapped
to a set of inserts (deletes) to the constraint relations via
the mappings described earlier to populate the constraint
relations. Note that since a single XML update may corre-
spond to several tuples in the target, transactions must be
used to prevent anomalies.

Let Æ be the content to be inserted or the contents of
the subtree to be deleted, “+” be the effect of inserting or
deleting content,� be the XML constraints,�0 be the key
and foreign key constraints on the constraint relations, and
M be the mapping which populates the constraint relations
from the XML input.

Proposition 3.3: I + Æ satisfies� if and only if M(I) +
M(Æ) satisfies�0.
Sketch of proof: According to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2,
I + Æ satisfies� if and only if M(I + Æ) satisfies�0. By
the definition ofM , M(I + Æ) = M(I) +M(Æ).

4We do not consider the operators rename and replace since the au-
thors acknowledge that they have problems on REF.

1. Create constraint relations. If any target path ends with a
disjunction of tags, then add a new attribute in the relation
to record the tag of the target node.

2. Create a DTD graph that represents the structure of a given
XML-Schema.

3. For each XML key or key reference constraint, mark the
edges at the end of the target path in the schema graph.

4. If a target path ends with a single tag (as opposed to a dis-
junction), then inline any attribute or non-empty text de-
scendent connected by non-star path as well as the content
of the target node (if it exists).

5. If any target path ends with a disjunction tag, inline the
common attributes or non-empty text descendents con-
nected by a non-star path as well as the content of the target
node (if it exists).

6. If all incoming edges of a node are marked, the non-star
edge connecting this node and the inlined node(including
that on the key path) are marked. Do this recursively until
no more edges need to be marked.

7. If there are unmarked non-star edges in the schema graph,
find one whose source vertex connects with its parent by
a star edge. We name this node amaster node. Create a
table for the master node and inline any descendant nodes
connected by a non-star path. Mark all incoming edges of
this master node.

8. Repeat the last two steps until there are no unmarked non-
star edge in the schema graph.

9. Ensure that all parent-child relations are recorded by adding
a parent id (and parent code) in each child relation to link
with its parent.

Figure 2: TheX2R storage mapping algorithm

3.2 Content and Structure Preservation

Since only some of the nodes in the source are involved in
a key or key reference relation, we need to consider how
the rest of the document can be captured to preserve con-
tent, structure and semantic information. We can use ar-
bitrary XML storage system together with the constraint
relations to preserve them, but this approach brings redun-
dancy in the generated relational schema. In the remainder
of this section, we present an algorithm calledX2R (see
Figure 2) which generates an information preserving map-
ping without redundancy.

The algorithm extends an inlining strategy [4] as fol-
lows: First, we create a DTD graph(as defined in [4]) as
well as the constraint relations defined in the previous sub-
section. We then map the nodes not captured in the con-
straint mapping, either by inlining them into the constraint
relations or by creating seperate relations. Finally, we add
any missing parent-child information in the constructed re-
lations.

The salient differences between theX2R algorithm and
hybrid-inlining and its variants [4, 5] are as follows: 1) We
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Figure 3: DTD graph
start from a set of key and reference relations which cap-
ture semantic information; 2) Relations that are separated
in hybrid inlining may be coalesced by paths that end with
a disjunction; and 3) The key and reference relations may
inline ancestors other than the parent, i.e. the context node
may be a non-parent ancestor.

Proposition 3.4: The X2R mapping from the source
XML schemaX toR is information lossless.
Sketch of proof: Every node in the source XML docu-
ment is mapped into some relation (content preservation),
the structure information is captured either explicitly in
pid attributes or via the DTD (inlining), and the seman-
tics is captured in the constraint relations (proposition 3.1
and 3.2).

3.3 An example

We now illustrate how theX2R mapping algorithm works
on our example. The DTD graph assumed is presented in
Figure 3 (see the Appendix for the XML schema specifi-
cation) and the final relations created are as follows:

� city(cid, name, state)with keys (name, state) and
(cid).

� cuisine(csid, type, pid)with key (csid) and foreign
key (pid) REFERENCEScity(cid).

� restaurant(rid, cid, name, pid)with keys (cid, name)
and (rid), and foreign key (pid) REFERENCEScui-
sine(csid).

� menuitem(iid,rid, ajejsjd.name, price, type)with keys
(rid, ajejsjd.name) and (iid), and foreign key (rid)
REFERENCESrestaurant(rid).

� spicy(eid, spicy)with key (eid) and foreign key (eid)
REFERENCESmenuitem(iid).

� review(rvid, cid, @restaurant, TEXT, pid)with key
(rvid), and foreign keys (cid, @restaurant) REF-
ERENCESrestaurant(cid, name)and (pid) REFER-
ENCEScity(cid).

In step 1, we build constraint relationscity(cid,
name, state), restaurant(rid, cid, name), menuitem(iid,rid,
ajejsjd.name,type), andreview(rvid, cid, @restaurant). In
step 4 we inline theTEXT information into thereviewre-
lation, and in step 5 we inline theprice information into
tablemenuitem. Relationcuisine (csid,type, pid)and re-
lation spicy(eid, spicy)are created in step 7. All thepid
information is inlined in step 9. Note that in some rela-
tions (e.g. tablemenuitem) the parent node coincides with
the context node. Details of this construction are deferred
to the Appendix.

4 Related works and conclusions

This paper proposes a novel XML storage strategy using
relational databases which preserves the content, structure
and semantic information as expressed in key and foreign
key constraints. In contrast, other strategies that have been
proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] only preserve the content and struc-
ture of XML documents. Our storage mapping is guided
by the XML key and keyref constraints, and is based on the
notion of constraint relations. Although the storage strat-
egy in this paper is integrated with hybrid-inlining, con-
straint relations can be combined with virtually any other
strategy. A direct benefit of our storage mapping is the
ability to efficiently check XML constraints using rela-
tional key and foreign key constraints; furthermore, the
technique is incremental. In some ways, our approach is
analogous to the initial stage of database design based on
functional dependencies. In future work, we plan to con-
sider how the conceptual schema design can be refined ac-
cording to the query workload.

LegoDB [5] considers the issue of finding an optimal re-
lational schema in a space of storage mappings according
to the query workload for some cost model. The procedure
is analogous to the tuning procedure for physical database
design in the relational database[13]. Specifically, it tunes
the conceptual schema according to the query and update
workload to achieve better performance. In this paper we
produce a relational mapping which is optimized for up-
dates(enforcing the constraints efficiently), but do not con-
sider queries. Considering queries would obviously affect
the design: For example, if finding the price and spiciness
of an entree is a frequent query we may wish to extend
the schema ofmenuitemto include attributespicy; the at-
tribute is null for appetizers, salads and dessert.

We classify nodes by considering both their tag and
their keys (if any), while [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] only consider
the former. For example, in our sample XML file,
we can define a parent typemenuitemfor types appe-
tizer,entree,saladanddessertbased on keys and then store
typemenuiteminto one table. In other words, we use the
semantic information in keys to guide the schema design.



We do not address the issue of mapping queries on the
XML document to the relational representation in this pa-
per. Several general mapping algorithms from XML query
languages to SQL [14, 15, 16] have been proposed and
could be used for the X2R mapping.

Another related issue not addressed in this paper is how
to map constraints into a relational schema that has already
been created. For example, in the Clio system [17] the
target schema is fixed. In general, it is impossible for a
fixed target to preserve all the information in the source,
especially the structure and constraints information. [18]
begins to address the question of mapping constraints to a
fixed target schema by giving an algorithm to answer the
following question: Given a set of XML keys� and a map-
ping to a fixed relational schemaR, is a functional depen-
dencyf onR provable from�? [19, 20] focuses on the
more general question of how to use the constraints in the
target to optimize constraint checking defined in source.

There are several native XML Schema validators[21,
10], to our knowledge no other work has been done on
automatically enforcing XML constraints using relational
database technologies.
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